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Lessons from the Lamps 
Revelation 1:1-8 

May 10, 2015 
Dan Hoffman 

 
~Church, Jesus Christ is breaking into your world, so open your eyes to 

see His unseen reality~  
 
There is a lie running rampant in North America that what you see is what you 
get; that the natural world is all there is and the super natural is a matter of 
preference and perhaps entertainment rather than reality.  Canadians have to 
hold this position because we pride ourselves in being tolerant, by which we 
mean accepting all beliefs as equally valid.  But friends, that’s a lie, and the 
natural world we take in with our five senses is not the most real reality at all. 
 … 
Today we are beginning a new series through the first three chapters in the book 
of Revelation, the last book in the Bible.  And I have to tell you I’m excited about 
this one.  Revelation is a book of mystery, it is a book of prophecy and it is a 
book that speaks profoundly about what it means to look like Jesus in the world 
we live in right now.   
 
Up front we also need to admit that for many the book of Revelation is a scary, 
misinterpreted, and largely unread document – more than any other New 
Testament letter Revelation is a closed book.  But it wasn’t intended to be. 
 
Now there are some things in the Bible that are intended to be closed up.  For 
example God told the Prophet Daniel “What I have said is [to be] kept secret and 
sealed until the time of the end.”1 
 
But Revelation for the most part isn’t supposed to be like that.  In one of the last 
verses in the book the angel told John: 

Do not seal up the words of the prophecy of this scroll, because 
the time is near. (Revelations 22:10) 
 

In other words God says don’t hide these words, don’t neglect them.  Get into 
them and find out what I have for you.  And do that because My message is one 
of blessing for you.  The third verse in the letter states: 

Blessed is the one who reads aloud the words of this prophecy, 
and blessed are those who hear it and take to heart what is 

written in it, because the time is near. (Revelations 1:3) 
  
So I’m really excited about this series.  I want God’s blessing and I know you do 
as well.  Amen?  So let’s turn our attention to God’s word to the universal Church 
and specifically our church, in Revelations chapter 1.  You will find this on page 
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867 if you are using a pew Bible.  And as you turn there would you please stand 
and pray with me? 
 
[Pray] 
 
One of the foundations that I want to lay as we get started in this series is that 
while there is a lot of imagery in this book that is very complex and open to 
multiple interpretations there is a very clear and central idea that is not complex 
and gives meaning to the entire book. 
 
I read a story once of a group of seminary students who had arranged with the 
janitor of a nearby school to let them play basketball in the gym after hours.  And 
while the students played the janitor would borrow one of their Bibles.   
 
One day one of the young men asked him what book in the Bible he was reading 
and the janitor replied “Revelation.” 
 
Having heard his professors say “no one really understands the strange book” 
the seminary student chuckled “Yeah right.  And do you understand what you 
have been reading?” 
 
“Oh yes” replied the smiling janitor.  And then leaning into the seminarian’s ear 
he whispered “It means that Jesus is gonna win!”2  
 
And that’s it!  While the world appears to be falling apart, while natural disasters 
are killing thousands and wars are raging and saints are facing persecution and 
difficulty all over the place, the reality is things are not what they seem.  Jesus is 
going to win.  And actually it would be more accurate to say Jesus has already 
won.  Can I hear an amen? 
… 
But the fact is that while we all know this is true – we lose sight of it.  We get 
wrapped up looking at the world around us and grow disenchanted.  Like Peter 
while he was actually walking on water our eyes shift from Jesus to the waves 
around us and our faith disappears even as God is so obviously present. 
  
And it is into that kind of world the book of Revelation speaks its very important 
message.  And the message is: Church, Jesus Christ is breaking into your 
world, so open your eyes to see His unseen reality. 
… 
And that’s the big idea of the whole book, and that is going to be our big idea as 
we jump into the text today.  So let’s look at the first three verses of Revelation 
chapter 1 and get started with a bit of background. 
 
[Read Revelation 1:1-3] 
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 Story adapted from Darrel Johnson’s “Discipleship on the Edge” (Vancouver, Regent College 

Press), 2004. pg 20. 
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Church, Jesus Christ is breaking into your world… 
… 
As most of you know the book of Revelation was written by the Apostle John in 
roughly 96AD.  By the time he writes this he is the only Apostle of the 12 still 
alive.   
 
And he has watched as persecution has increased against Jesus’ church.  
Emperor Nero started this in the 60’s during which time Peter and Paul were 
crucified and Timothy was murdered.  But things got way worse in 92 when 
Emperor Domitian came to power. 
 
One of the first things he legislated was that everyone in the Empire had to 
worship him as Lord and God.  He had temples built in his honour, and he 
required that everyone take a pinch of incense, throw it in the fire and say 
Kaisaras einai o Kurios – Caesar is Lord. 
… 
Now Domitian didn’t care what people really believed as long as they added this 
to their daily routine.  And since most of the people in Rome believed in many 
gods it wasn’t really a big deal for them to add one more.  But this was a huge 
deal to Christians – and that is primarily who it was aimed at. 
 
And so John was willing to honour and respect Caesar, but he wasn’t willing to 
worship him because for John there was only one Kurios – one Lord.  And so 
John refused to throw incense on Domitian’s alter.   
 
And ironically this resulted in him being convicted an atheist, because he 
wouldn’t worship the god Caesar, and banished to Patmos, an island prison 
located 10 miles off the coast of modern day Turkey.   
… 
Now the book starts with the word “revelation” and it is worth spending a bit of 
time here because this isn’t a word we use every day. 
 
In the Greek “revelation” is the word apokalupsis from which we get our word 
Apocalypse.  But even that isn’t very helpful as the English meaning of that word 
has shifted dramatically over the years.  In popular usage today “apocalypse” 
refers to something terrible happening on a huge or global scale.  So we talk 
about storms or plagues of apocalyptic proportion or if you watch any science 
fiction you picture Brad Pitt mowing down millions of zombies.  That’s what 
apocalypse means today. 
 
But that isn’t at all the sense this word had in antiquity.  Instead it actually 
referred to something very positive or negative that was on the verge of 
dramatically impacting every aspect of life. 
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Literally the word means unveiling or opening up something totally life changing.  
And the picture is of stage curtains being drawn back to make known the bright 
and exciting start of the show – hence the English word “revelation.”   
… 
So what is being revealed or breaking into view in the book of revelation?   
… 
Verse 1 starts with the words “the revelation of Jesus Christ.”  Or some 
translations say by Jesus Christ or from Jesus Christ or about Jesus Christ.  
And all those translations are accurate.  The book is a revelation of Jesus, by 
Jesus, about how Jesus is breaking into your world.  And that makes it the most 
relevant message the church of all time has needed to hear. 
 
Friends, do you realize that you need to see how Jesus is breaking into your 
world more than you are currently aware? 
… 
If you recognize that it is because Jesus’ Spirit is revealing that to you.  The 
world can’t see what you see already… but there is more to see than you and I 
are used to seeing.  And that is what this book is about. 
… 
One more word that needs to be defined as we get started in this series is the 
word “Prophecy” from verse 3 because the book of Revelation is full of it.   
 
Throughout the Bible prophecy means primarily two things.  In some situations it 
refers to God giving people information about what was going to happen in the 
future.  So for example in 2nd Kings the Prophet Elisha told the barren 
Shunammite woman: 

 “About this time next year… you will hold a son in your arms.” 
“No, my lord!” she objected. “Please, man of God, don’t mislead your 
servant!”  
But the woman became pregnant, and the next year about that same time 
she gave birth to a son, just as Elisha had told her. (2 Kings 4:16-17) 

 
Elisha prophesied the future to this woman.  And in verse 1 John says this is a 
revelation about what must soon take place and verse 3 says the time is near. 
 
But the vast majority of the time biblical prophecy has nothing to do with future 
telling and everything to do with forth telling or speaking God’s word forth into the 
current situation.  And so the prophets constantly say “thus says the Lord.”  And 
this is prophecy.3  So don’t unnecessarily make prophecy into some big mystery 
unless you have to, usually it is simply God speaking through someone into your 
exact situation.   
 
So let me ask you, have you ever heard God speak to you through someone?  
Perhaps have you ever thought the Sunday message was God’s word directly for 
you?  That’s prophecy. 

                                            
3
 See Isaiah 48:17-19 for an example 
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And while there is some future-telling prophecy in Revelation, by and large (and 
particularly for the section we will be dealing with) it is forth telling prophecy that 
the book is full of.  And this is where many people make a mistake.  They try to 
treat Revelation like a crystal ball that can uncover hidden secrets they can use 
to escape the harsh realities of life on earth.  But largely it was meant to be read 
as a down-to-earth manual for how to be a disciple of Jesus in the middle of the 
harsh realities of life on earth.  And the answer it gives is we are to live like Jesus 
did – that’s the emphasis. 
 
And the reason I can be confident in this is because everywhere else in the Bible 
when the end of the world is the topic – and there are lots of texts – and 
especially where Jesus speaks of the end of the world – and again there are 
quite a few texts – the emphasis is never on figuring out when or how the end is 
going to happen, and always rather on how we should live today so that when 
the unknown day of the Lord occurs we will be found to be living in a way that 
proves we are on Jesus’ side and not on our way to hell.   
 
If you have a manuscript I’ve put a few Scripture passages in the footnotes here 
that you can look up if you would like some examples of this.4 
… 
Now we could go all day on that, but because of time we are going to move on 
with John writing down what he receives.  Look at verse 4:  
 
[Read Rev 1:4-6] 
 
Church, Jesus Christ is breaking into your world… 
 
John addresses this letter to seven Asian churches because this is what Jesus 
commands.  In verse 11 John records the first words Jesus gave him as being: 

Write on a scroll what you see and send it to the seven churches: to 
Ephesus, Smyrna, Pergamum, Thyatira, Sardis, Philadelphia and 
Laodicea.  (Revelations 1:11)  
 

These were the seven dominant churches in Asia at the time, but because there 
are seven of them they also represent the complete number of churches 
everywhere and from all time – 7 is the apocalyptic number of completion.  So 
John’s letter, or more accurately Jesus’ letter John records for us, is addressed 
to the universal Church. 
… 
Now John certainly was a prophet, but most importantly he was a pastor who 
loved the Church and wanted to encourage it as it faced opposition.  John loved 
Jesus’ sheep.  And John has this passion because Jesus has this passion.  John 
was a pastor or shepherd (which is the same word in the Greek), in that he was 

                                            
4
 Matt 7:21-23; 24:4;36-44; 25:1-13; 25:14-28; 25:31-46; Mark 13:32-37; Luke 12:35-40; 1 Peter 

4:7-9 
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an imitator of the Great Pastor, or the Great Shepherd.  So what we are going to 
get in this series are the Great Pastor’s loving words to His bride and His sheep 
through the Apostle Jesus loved.   
 
And that is why John opens his letter with a gift of grace and peace offered to the 
Church from Jesus, the Firstborn from among the Dead, the Ruler of the Kings of 
the earth. 
 
Friends Jesus is for you and He is for His church.  He loves the Church and He 
loves this group of people passionately and wants His best for us.  And He is 
sovereign and in control so He can bring it to pass.  That’s Revelation’s point. 
… 
So this letter was specifically written to the Church of all time, and that means it 
is a book of prophecy or forth telling for us at Fort George.  The message it 
contains speaks into our situation – God has a word for us. 
 
And it is a message of Jesus Christ, by Jesus Christ, about Jesus Christ breaking 
into our world.  And therefore it is the message we as Jesus’ Church must live 
our lives in the light of…   
 
Friends, our God isn’t dead.  Our God isn’t passive.  Our God isn’t standing back 
disinterested.  He is involved and active in the world around us, and He knows 
that life is best when we are grounded in His reality.  Amen? 
… 
But that begs the questions “are we living in ways that show we are grounded in 
Jesus’ reality?”  Are you ready for Him to break into your world and take control 
and change every aspect of who you more closely bear His image? 
 
And I ask this because this is what Jesus was asking the church of the first 
century.  You see in the seven letters we are going to look at we are going to see 
how while every church was different they all shared a single struggle - and it 
wasn’t persecution. 
 
While these churches did face incredible pressure from outside, that wasn’t their 
biggest danger.  Rather, in every instance the biggest hazard they had was 
complacency.  While only 60 years removed from Jesus actually walking around 
in their back yards these churches full of godly people had begun to lose sight of 
His reality and get wrapped up in the natural world.  And as such the word that 
Jesus was breaking into their world wasn’t just exciting good news; it was also 
convicting scary news. 
 
So let me ask you again are you ready for Jesus to break into your life in the full 
sense of the word? 
… 
Or perhaps are there areas in your life that you are content to keep for yourself?  
Are there things you do or don’t do that you know He would have you change?   
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If you were standing before Jesus today and He was separating the sheep from 
the goats by what they did for Him would you would be nervous awaiting your 
turn; or if you were among the brides maids and He was inviting those in whose 
lamps were still burning but excluding those lamps had gone out would you be 
trying to find extra fuel for your lamp? 
 
Does the idea that Jesus is breaking into your world make you nervous? 
… 
As I say those words to you I want to admit that they make me nervous – or 
perhaps a better word would be uneasy.  Not because I’m afraid of losing my 
salvation – the Bible says that doesn’t happen.  For example in Romans 8 we 
read: 

For those God foreknew He also predestined to be conformed to 
the image of His Son…. And those He predestined, He also 

called; those He called, He also justified; those He justified, He 
also glorified. (Romans 8:29-30) 

 
And the term “glorified” refers to our final state in glory so this text says everyone 
God calls, with none dropping out, He also justifies, and everyone He justifies, 
with none dropping out, He also glorifies.  So if God calls you to Himself you are 
destined for eternal life.   
 
Again if you have a manuscript I’ve got some other verses you can look up here.5   
 
But I’m still uneasy when I read Jesus’ words of warning because the assurance 
of salvation the Bible gives is not like a vaccination.  Some people think once you 
pray the prayer “Jesus come into my heart” you can never catch the disease of 
eternal damnation.  But it doesn’t work that way.  Instead the Bible says those 
who persevere in their faith to the end, pursuing Christ and continually submitting 
themselves to be transformed into His likeness until the day they die will be 
saved.   
 
This is why John describes people who everyone thought were Christians but 
actually weren’t saying: 

They went out from us, but they did not really belong to us. For 
if they had belonged to us, they would have remained with us; 

but their going showed that none of them belonged to us. (1 
John 2:19) 

 
This doesn’t mean those who still stumble and sin aren’t Christians because that 
would exclude all of us – it says those who stop pursuing Christ; who 
disassociate themselves from His bride, the church; who stop remaining in Jesus 

                                            
5
 1 Thessalonians 5:23; 1 Corinthians 1:8; 1 John 5:11; Philippians 1:6; Jude 1:24; Jeremiah 

32:40 
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like John 15 talks about; are actually people who were never Christians in the 
first place.  It is irrelevant whether these people served as pastors or deacons or 
worship leaders because it is how we finish that matters.  And the reality is none 
of us know how we are going to finish.  So we have to watch vigilantly lest even 
we, even I, might end up encountering something that might lead me astray.   
 
The author of Hebrews puts this plainly when he says: 

We have come to share in Christ, if indeed we hold our original 
conviction firmly to the very end. (Hebrews 3:14) 

 
So you can be assured that if you keep following Jesus, keep fighting sin and 
feeding righteousness till the day you die, you will be saved.  That is the 
assurance of salvation that the Bible gives. 
 
And this, as we will see, is the message of Revelation, and it is Jesus’ message 
to us at Fort George.  Friends, don’t grow complacent, don’t let your first love 
grow cold, don’t give in to pluralism, instead stand strong to the end. 
… 
Now we are going to get into this in more depth over the next few weeks but 
today I want to end with a brief answer to the question I find myself asking at this 
point: “how can I guard myself to make sure I don’t lose hold of my original 
convictions and fall away?”  And here is where we get to the last part of our big 
idea: Church, Jesus Christ is breaking into your world, so open your eyes 
to the unseen reality. 
 
Look with me at verse 7. 
 
[Read Revelation 1:7-8] 
 
In these verses John presents a picture I suspect we aren’t used to seeing 
though we are very familiar hearing it and talking about it.  And the picture is that 
Jesus is coming back and that this isn’t just a word of encouragement for us 
Christians, but it is a reality that is going to affect everyone – even those who 
pierced Jesus are going to see His return.  And Jesus is returning. 
 
John’s point is things are not what they seem.  The natural world we are living in 
is not the most real thing out there, in fact there is an unseen reality, a reality that 
even Christians are prone lose sight of, that is breaking and has already broken 
into the world we live in.  And Jesus’ reality is changing everything. 
 
Not only is Jesus returning in the clouds in the exact way He left, but this Jesus is 
the Alpha and the Omega.  He is the Lord Almighty who was and is and is to 
come.   
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And here we come across one of the biggest mysteries in the book –a mystery 
we are going to grapple with over the next several weeks – and that mystery is 
that being a Christian isn’t primarily about trusting and obeying Jesus’ 
commands, it is about seeing Jesus. 
 
40 times in Revelation John says “I saw”, and 25 times he says “look” or “behold” 
like verse 7 starts.  And the reason for this emphasis is that Jesus knows His 
church can’t listen and obey if it can’t see Him.   
 
Friends, people who see Jesus breaking into their world stand strong their 
convictions.  But without seeing Him good church attending people like us quickly 
lose our ability to persevere, we get drawn into the lusts of the flesh, and we 
grow complacent. 
 
And so the challenge is this: If you aren’t seeing Jesus active in your life it is not 
because He isn’t there.  God is on the move.  He is active in Prince George and 
at Fort George Baptist Church, it’s just that our eyes aren’t seeing.  So Jesus and 
John say “look.  Behold.  Be a person who sees the real reality.  And let it change 
your life.” 
 
And friends if you aren’t seeing then dedicate yourself to praying “Jesus, give me 
eyes to see what it is you are doing so that I can live my life in light of your 
reality.” 
 
Church, Jesus Christ is breaking into your world, so open your eyes to see 
His unseen reality. 
 
 
 
 
 
  


